KANSAS CITY AREA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) #F21-7030-21A
KANSAS CITY AREA TRANSPORATION AUTHORITY (KCATA)
ENTERPRISE PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE (EPMO) CONSULTANT SERVICES
ADDENDUM #1
Issue Date: November 23, 2021
________________________________________________________________________________________________
This Addendum is hereby made a part of the Request for Proposals and Project Documents to the same extent as if
it were originally included therein and is intended to modify and/or interpret the bidding documents by additions,
deletions, clarifications, or corrections. The Contractor shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in their
Proposal on the “Receipt of Addenda” form (herein attached) and shall include the form in Volume III, “Contractual.”
________________________________________________________________________________________________
PROPOSER QUESTIONS/REQUESTS FOR CLARIFICATION
1.

2.

Q:

Does the project team have to be local to Kansas City? What (if any) expectations does KCATA have of
regular and/or dedicated onsite time at the KCATA physical offices?

A:

No. Due to FTA guidelines geographic restrictions are not allowed. Firms that are not located in Kansas
City may apply, however KCATA expects the work to be completed predominately onsite

Q:

Does KCATA have an enterprise Project Tracking system?
a.
If No, how are projects tracked?
b.
If No, Does KCATA anticipate developing a PMO enterprise software solution at some point during
the Project timeline
c.
If Yes, what is the Software name? This would be any software being used or in the process of
being built.

A:

KCATA currently does not have an enterprise Project Tracking system or software. We are looking to this
RFP project to recommend and develop the process, tools, and systems to implement a comprehensive,
effective EPMO at KCATA that tracks project enterprise wide throughout the project life cycle with clear
project metrics and performance assessment.
However, KCATA has awarded a contract for a Project Management Consultant (PMC) to manage the
Design and Construction project for renovation of KCATA’s Central Services Complex. The PMC is
proposing to use the Procore Platform as KCATA’s new Project Management and Construction
Management System. KCATA will have full access to utilize that system for the EPMO if it is appropriate.

3.

Q:

What project management tracking tools do current KCATA PMs utilize in their daily work? (MS Project,
MS Excel, MS SharePoint)

A:

KCATA does not currently have a centralized project management system or project tracking system.
Individual projects are currently tracked by PMs primarily utilizing Microsoft Excel and/or SharePoint.
Through the scope of work outlined in this RFP, the EPMO will establish new processes and will link with
the Design and Construction PMC (see above answer) and the Procurement Department to create a
uniform and cohesive project tracking system agency wide.
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4.

Q:

Are you able to provide the breakdown of projects by project type? Construction, Technology,
Operations, etc.

A:

Each EPMO project could be standalone, or part of a larger cross-company project which combines
multiple procurement solicitations. Some projects do not require a formal solicitation. EPMO projects
will have a wide-ranging variety such as facilities/construction; professional services; Information
Technology (IT) related such as document management and digitization; and capital vehicle purchases.
For reference:
•
•
•

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

2020 = 13 Total Solicitations (3 capital projects + 10 service projects)
2021 = 22 Total Solicitations (2 capital projects + 20 service projects)
2022 = 31 Capital Projects are in the approved Budget (attached) plus other professional services

Q:

What is the project Budget?

A:

The EPMO budget will be commensurate with the final negotiated scope.

Q:

Is the development of a EPMO tool included in this RFP?

A:

Yes, See #2 above.

Q:

How many projects (on average) are running concurrently?

A:

See #4 above. Several projects will run concurrently among the different departments (i.e., design,
construction, IT).

Q:

How many PMs are currently on staff/contracted?

A:

KCATA does not currently have an EPMO or EPMO PMs. KCATA does have Construction / Engineering
PMS - three project managers on staff and one contracted project manager. The Design and
Construction PMC/PMO will provide additional project managers as needed and as funding is available.

Q:

Aside from the sizing metrics mentioned on the pre-proposal phone call, is there any information that
KCATA can provide to responding firms in order to accurately scale the Enterprise PMO services required
by KCATA?

A:

The information in these RFP answers should provide the additional support requested.

Q:

Item C in Section 2.1 states that the EPMO is intended by KCATA “to encompass all business-related
project activities that include operational and capital projects.” Could KCATA please confirm if this means
the EPMO will cover “all” (non-engineering) enterprise functions, or just those involving procurement,
technology, innovation, continuous improvement, and project management of special assignments?

A:

Yes, the EPMO will cover all company-wide projects as stated in 2.3A:
It is envisioned that EPMO will incorporate design, construction, operations, and administrative projects
under one, organizational EPMO to create a uniform and cohesive project management system agency
wide that includes project selection, analysis, implementation, and performance assessment.
In addition to managing “non-engineering” enterprise project management functions, the EPMO will be
responsible for incorporating Design and Construction projects in the overall agency project selection,
analysis, and performance assessment processes. Development, implementation, and technical
management of construction projects will be the responsibility of the Design and Construction PMO.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Q:

What level of staffing has KCATA prepared for the EPMO? Are there budgeted internal KCATA employee
positions already contemplated or created for the EPMO?

A:

There is no staffing in place or projected at this time. It is envisioned the awardee will perform the EPMO
tasks and department start-up, and projected long-term staffing needs will be determined via this
process.

Q:

Would a contractor or subcontractor who has an active and in good standing repayment agreement for
past federal taxes still considered delinquent, pursuant to 48 CFR Parts 1, 4, 9, 12 and 52?

A:

The regulations in 48 Code of Federal Regulations (48 CFR) that address this are found in Part 9.405, Part
9.406-2)(b)(1)(v), and Part 9.407-2(a)(7).

Q:

Does the KCATA expect the bidders proposal to include anticipated costs for the software tool(s)
recommended for the EPMO?

A:

We anticipate this RFP will include software costs but will consider all options to perform the work in the
best way possible.

Q:

Should the mandate for all employees and contractors working for the Federal government to be
vaccinated for COVID-19 take affect by January 2022, would that apply to all subcontractors/ contractors
working on this project as well regardless of vendor company size?

A:

Currently all employees and vendors working regularly onsite at KCATA (1 day or more per week) are
required to be COVID-19 vaccinated or test every 14 days, as well as mandatory daily temperature
checks, wearing masks indoors, and social distancing. Our COVID-19 policies (attached) are subject to
change and all policies are expected to be followed by vendors.

Q:

Will KCATA remain responsible for overseeing the development and procuring of the RFPs?

A:

Yes.

Q:

Staffing Clarification questions related to Section 2.3 subsection A.
Section 2.3, “Outcomes” states: “The selected consultant firm will provide staffing for the Enterprise
Project Management Office sufficient to manage assigned operational and capital projects. KCATA has
procured a construction project management firm to work on specific construction projects. It is
envisioned that EPMO will incorporate construction, operations, and administrative projects under one,
organizational EPMO so as to improve project selection and analysis, implementation, and performance
assessment.
•

How will the projects currently in progress, or those that come up during the implementation of
the EPMO be managed?
A:

•

Projects underway or in progress will remain the primary responsibility of KCATA staff but
details of the project, including administrative documents, specifications, drawings, and
those reflecting the status of the work will be shared with the contract awardee. The EPMO
is expected to be familiar with and have ability to share in the coordination of all KCATA
projects. There will be a plan implemented for transferring specific projects, as
necessitated, with the assistance of key KCATA personnel.

Is the expectation that the winning consulting firm would provide staff to manage these projects
while also designing, building, and implementing the EPMO?
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i.

If yes, we assume since the projects are not defined yet, the cost of these Project Managers
(PM’s) would be priced separately from the current RFP. Is that correct? If so, would there
be RFP(s) for the staffing of the PM’s? Or would there be an addendum to this contract?
A:

ii.

Yes. As additional work or new projects are identified, contract amendments or work
orders may be issued on a project-by-project basis.

If no, since we have no insight into size, scope, skills, and expertise needed, or timing of any
of the projects, can you please provide how many PM’s at what levels you project needing
for 2022?
A:

•

If the staffing of Project Managers for projects not related to actually developing and establishing
the EPMO will be the responsibility of the consultant firm, since we have no insight into size,
scope, skills needed, timing, and we have no way of holding a PM available throughout a year, we
assume the resumes for these PM’s will be required as the projects are approved. Is that correct?
A:

17.

18.

See the answer for number in projects in Question #4.

Correct.

Q:

Clarify DBE impact to RFP. The RFP indicates there is no DBE goal established for the project and
encourages all DBEs, SBEs, MBEs and WBEs to submit proposals as a Prime Contractor or Subcontractor.
Section 3.11 outlines the KCATA approach to DBEs. If a DBE participates as a prime or subcontractor, is
the expectation that the standards for DBE with KCATA are still followed to enable the DBE Spend Credit
to be received by KCATA?

A:

DBE credit will be counted for all DBE primes, subcontractors and suppliers as detailed in Section 3.11.

Q:

Within the Purpose definition, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) project procurement and
management requirements are referred to as highlighted below:
Section 2.2, “Purpose.” The purpose of this procurement is to select a consultant firm to assist KCATA in
the establishment and implementation of an Enterprise Project Management Office (EPMO) structure
within the agency. The successful firm will be awarded a one (1) year contract with up to one additional
one (1) year extension. The selected consultant will assist with the development of a comprehensive
Enterprise Project Management Office system by building upon existing standards and procedures and
assure compliance with Federal Transit Administration (FTA) project procurement and management
requirements.
a.
b.

A:

Does KCATA have an internal resource that will review/participate in the EPMO development that
can assure compliance with these requirements?
Does KCATA currently get audited for compliance with these requirements? Are those results
something that can be shared, or the schedule of the audit defined?

KCATA, as a whole, undergoes a triennial review from FTA every three years that looks at all aspects of
the organization. There are other audits specific to areas (Procurement, DBE, ADA Compliance, etc.) that
may occur at any time. Depending on funding, large projects may also be subject to having a Project
Management Oversight Consultant (PMOC) that is hired directly by FTA to oversee all elements of the
project. Each department at KCATA is responsible for understanding and following the FTA compliance
requirements and will be available to assist the EPMO with understanding these.
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19.

20.

Q:

For the identification and starting of projects in the current environment, what is the current criteria that
defines operational or capital projects that will be assigned to the EPMO? Trying to understand how the
operational and capital projects are currently identified and assigned.

A:

This criteria definition will be defined by the EPMO process, but generally projects are identified in the
annual operating and capital budgets.

Q:

It was our understanding from the pre-proposal call that there were two distinct PMO’s – a Design and
Construction PMO and the EPMO for which this RFP has been released. Can you please clarify/confirm
that this is correct? It was also stated that 3-4 major construction projects were expected in 2022, and
would be out of scope for the Project Management Consultant coming in for the Design and Construction
PMO, what is the criteria for if the construction project will be managed in the Design and Construction
PMO vs the EPMO?

A:

The EPMO will have oversight of all KCATA company-wide projects.
A Project Management Consultant (PMC) contract has been awarded to oversee the Design and
Construction Their scope is to provide PMs for oversight of A&E design contracts and construction
projects including two to three major campus construction projects (related to the TIME2020 grant
award). This team will report to our Chief Engineer, and dotted line into the EPMO.
Additional work by this PMC is not guaranteed at this time.

21.

22.

Q:

Will the current Project Management Consultant (PMC) awarded the TIME 2020 project be allowed to
submit a proposal for the EPMO RFP?

A:

No.

Q:

Will a subcontractor on another project be allowed to submit a proposal (as a Prime or Subcontractor) on
this EPMO project?

A:

Yes, as long as there is no conflict of interest between their work on either project.
ATTACHMENTS

•
•

Attachment A:
Attachment B:

•

Attachment C:

2022 Approved Capital Budget
KCATA’s COVID-19 Policy Regarding Contract/Temporary Workers, Contractors, Vendors and
Visitors
Distribution List and Pre-Proposal Conference Attendees

END OF ADDENDUM
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ATTACHMENT A
KCATA’S CAPITAL BUDGET SUMMARY (ONLY 2022 APPROVED)
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ATTACHMENT B
KCATA’S COVID-19 POLICY 9/12/2021
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ATTACHMENT C
RFP DISTRIBUTION AND PRE-PROPOSAL ATTENDEES
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KANSAS CITY AREA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) #F21-7030-21A
KANSAS CITY AREA TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY (KCATA)
ENTERPRISE PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE (EPMO) CONSULTANT SERVICES
RECEIPT OF ADDENDA
Proposers shall return this form when submitting their proposal as part of Volume III – Contractual. The
form shall be signed and dated by an authorized representative of the firm. Failure to submit this form may
deem the Proposer non-responsive. As additional addenda are issued by, please notate date received
below.
________________________________________________________________________________________
We hereby acknowledge that the Addenda noted below have been received and all information has been
incorporated into the Invitation for Bid as required.

Addendum #1 dated November 23, 2021

Date Received _______________________

Addendum #2 dated ________________

Date Received ________________________

Addendum #3 dated ________________

Date Received ________________________

Company Name ___________________________________________

Date ____________________

Address/City/State/Zip _________________________________________________________________
Authorized Signature ______________________________ Printed Name ________________________
Telephone ___________________ Fax ____________________ Email __________________________

RFP #F21-7030-21A: Receipt of Addenda Form

11/23/2021

